ELIZABETH Cady Stanton

ELIZABETH Cady is born 1815.

All I hear is: NO, NO, NO!

I'm not here to just make pudding and do fine stitchery, Henry.

She becomes friends with Lucretia Mott at the London event.

Boys! Wash!!

It is remarkable that men who feel so keenly the wrongs done to slaves are so fogged to wrongs done to their own mothers, wives, and sisters.

To Seneca Falls.
FREDERICK DOUGLASS

FREDERICK IS BORN ABOUT 1818 TO A WOMAN ENSLAVED.

WHEN HIS MOM DIES, HE IS SENT TO BALTIMORE TO BE A HOUSE SERVANT.

FREDERICK BECOMES A FAMOUS SPEAKER.

RIGHT IS OF NO ONE SEX, TRUTH IS OF NO ONE COLOR, GOD IS FATHER OF US ALL!
ON JULY 11 AN AD IN A SENeca COunTY NEWSPAPER SAYS:

A convention to discuss the social, civil, and religious condition and rights of woman will be held in the Wesleyan Chapel on July 19th and 20th, commencing at 10 a.m.

-- some fierce Quaker reformers

... and men force us to submit to laws that we had NO voice in forming!!

FREDERICK DOUGLASS BACKS HER UP:

THAT DEMAND IS SO STRANGE IN 1848 THAT STANTON'S HUSBAND SKIPS TOWN!

BOTH ARE CONVINCING: 100 OF THE 300 PEOPLE THERE SIGN THE DECLARATION -- WHICH INCLUDES THE DEMAND FOR VOTING RIGHTS!
SOJOURNER TRUTH
TRAVELING PREACHER FOR EQUALITY

ISABELLA BOMFREE IS BORN IN 1797 INTO SLAVERY NEAR POUGHKEEPSIE, NEW YORK.

GOD CALLS ME TO TRAVEL, SPEAKING AS "SOJOURNER TRUTH!"

SHE DOES SPEAK AT A WOMEN'S RIGHTS EVENT IN WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS, IN 1850.

WHEN A MAN SAYS WOMEN CANNOT BE EQUAL TO MEN BECAUSE WOMEN ARE WEAKER, SHE REPLIES:

NOW WHAT?!

WOMEN'S RIGHTS LEADER SUSAN B. ANTHONY SAYS OF SOJOURNER:

AIN'T I A WOMAN?!!